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The uncertainties and disturbances widely exist in control systems, and maybe affect 
the characteristics of a system, even make it unstable. In practice, a control system is 
always required to have a better transient and steady performance. As the environment 
changes, the ageing process of the components of a system will be accelerated, which will 
seriously affect the normal operation of the system. Therefore, for an uncertain linear 
system with uncertainties and disturbances, the fault-tolerant control with an emphasis on 
the controller’s robustness in the whole control process ( including the transient and 
steady-state subprocesses ) is of great significance in applications. 
Starting from the overall-process performance, this paper will study the fault-tolerant 
control problem for a linear system with uncertainties and disturbances. Main research 
contents are as follows: 
First, considering a linear system with uncertainties, disturbances and actuator 
failures, we propose a fault-tolerant control scheme based on robust
∞
H and mixed stability 
control theory. This method produces a controller such that the closed-loop system is 
mixed stable and has an inhibitory effect to the external disturbances under the allowed 
actuator failures. 
Second, we propose a tracking control scheme based on internal model principle and 
mixed stability. The resulting closed-loop system has a better transient and steady-state 
tracking performance under the allowed actuator failures, and also has an inhibitory effect 
to the external disturbances. 
Finally, the control problems are expressed as the feasibility problem of some linear 
matrix inequalities. A numerical simulation is provided to demonstrate the effectiveness 
and feasibility of the proposed method based on MATLAB simulation platform. 
 
Keywords: linear matrix inequality; mixed stability; Robust
∞
H control; 













符 号 与 缩 写 
III 
 
符 号 与 缩 写 
     nℜ  n维实向量空间 
 nx ℜ∈  n维实向量空间的向量 
 nm×ℜ  nm× 实矩阵空间 
 nmA ×ℜ∈  A为 n m× 维的实矩阵 
 ix  向量 x的第 i个元素 
 TT Ax ,  向量 x或矩阵 A的转置 
 I  适当维数的单位矩阵 
  BA >  矩阵 ( )A B− 为正定矩阵 
 ( )diag  对角矩阵 
 ( )udim  变量u的维数 
 ( )Arank  矩阵 A的秩 
 pA  矩阵 A的 p 范数 
 ( )Aλ  矩阵 A的特征值 
  ( )Aminλ  矩阵 A的最小特征值 
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